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Overview

Empricial goal
Introduce sentence-initial response markers which express epistemic stance

Analytical goal
Analyse these response markers within the framework of  Interactional Spine 
Hypothesis

Theoretical goal
Draw conclusions about the linguistic representation of  the common ground 
and the table



The interactional spine hypothesis (ISH)

Interactional structure

 S
 Grounding

 Responding

Propositional structure
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Domain of  truth and thought

Domain of  use and interaction



An empirical problem
S-initial vs. S-internal discourse markers
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Discourse markers

(1) [Die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
Det  Lena has  a  new     dog
‘Lena has a new dog.’

(2) Ma [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]

(3) Geh [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
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Discourse markers

(1) [Die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
Det  Lena has  a  new     dog
‘Lena has a new dog.’

(2) Ma [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
[Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund

(3) Geh [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
[Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund]
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😲
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Similar effect 
as S-internal 
discourse 
particle



Discourse markers

(2) Ma [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
[Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund

(3) Geh [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
[Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund]
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😲
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These UoLs encode how propositional 
content is integrated into the 
Common Ground



Surprise

Context: Mariana and Reingard are on a walk and from a distance they see their friend 
Lena who is walking with a dog, they have never seen before:

R: a. *Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
’Lena has a new dog.’

b. Ma, die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. *Geh die Lena hot an neichn Hund
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Suprise

Context: Mariana and Reingard are on a walk and from a distance they see their friend 
Lena who is walking with a dog, they have never seen before:
R: a. Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund

’Lena has a new dog.’
b. Ma, die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. Ma, die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund
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😲

S-initial and S-
internal particle 
can co-occur



Discrepancy

I: Vielleicht wü die Lena an von unsare Hundal
Maybe wants det Lena one of our dog.dim
‘Maybe Lena wants one of our puppies.’

R: a. ??Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
’Lena has a new dog.’

b. *Ma, die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. Geh die Lena hot an neichn Hund
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Discrepancy

I: Vielleicht wü die Lena an von unsare Hundal
Maybe wants det Lena one of our dog.dim
‘Maybe Lena wants one of our puppies.’

R: a. Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund 
‘Lena has a new dog.’

b. Geh die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. Geh die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund
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🤷🤦

S-initial and S-
internal particle 
can co-occur



Discourse markers
I: Wos gibt’s neichs?

‘What’s new?’

R1: [Die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
Det  Lena has  a  new     dog
‘Lena has a new dog.’

R2: *Ma [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
*Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund

R3: *Geh [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
*Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund.
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Not compatible 
with answer to 
broad focus 
question

😲

🤷🤦



Distribution

Context: Mariana and Reingard are on a walk and from a distance they see their friend 
Lena who is walking with a dog, they have never seen before:
R: a. Schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund.

‘Look over there. Lena has a new dog.’
b. Ma schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
c. Schau dort drüm. *Ma die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
d. Ma schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund. 
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😲

S-initial = move initial



Distribution

Context: Mariana and Reingard are on a walk and from a distance they see their friend 
Lena who is walking with a dog, they have never seen before:
R: a. Schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund.

‘Look over there. Lena has a new dog.’
b. Ma schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
c. Schau dort drüm. *Ma die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
d. Ma schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund. 
e. *Ma schau leicht dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
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😲

S-internal has 
clause-type 
restrictions



Distribution

I: Vielleicht wü die Lena an von unsare Hundal
Maybe wants det Lena one of our dog.dim
‘Maybe Lena wants one of our puppies.’

R: a. Wos redtst’n zam? Die Lena hot an neichn Hund 
‘What are you talking about? Lena has a new dog.’

b. Geh wos redtst’n zam. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. *Wos redtst’n zam. Geh Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
d. Geh wos redtst’n zam. Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund
e. *Geh wos redtst’n doch zam. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund 
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🤷🤦

S-initial = move initial



Distribution

I: Vielleicht wü die Lena an von unsare Hundal
Maybe wants det Lena one of our dog.dim
‘Maybe Lena wants one of our puppies.’

R: a. Wos redtst’n zam? Die Lena hot an neichn Hund 
‘What are you talking about? Lena has a new dog.’

b. Geh wos redtst’n zam. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. *Wos redtst’n zam. Geh Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
d. Geh wos redtst’n zam. Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund
e. *Geh wos redtst’n doch zam. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund 
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🤷🤦

S-internal has 
clause-type 
restrictions



Similarities and differences

ma geh leicht doch
S-oriented ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Adr-oriented ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
Move-internal ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Clause-type restriction ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
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Interpretive ingredients:
• Spkr, Adr
• old/new information

Distributional differences:
• Move-type restrictions vs.
• clause—type restriction



Similarities and differences

ma geh leicht doch
S-oriented ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Adr-oriented ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
Move-internal ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Clause-type restriction ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
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How does grammar interact 
with Common Ground?



What is common ground?
A theoretical problem
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What is common ground?

“To presuppose something is to take it for granted, or at least to 
ac as if one takes it for tranged, as background information – as 
common ground among the participatns in the conversation.”

Stalnaker 2002: 701

Assertions update the common ground
attributed to Stalnaker 1978
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p 

CG SELF
p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pq, r  p, q, r

CG

CG contains:
• propositions 
• discourse referents



What is common ground?

S asserts p if  
i) S believes p
ii) S wants A to believe p 

Bach & Harnish 1979

Classic Speech-Act Theory

I have a new dog.Why isn’t he 
saying anything?

Common ground 
is constructed 
mutually



Oh, really! 
That’s great.

I have a new dog.

Common ground 
is constructed 
mutually

• Assertion does not expand the common 
ground immediately, (only in the absence of  
rejection).

• Assertion proposes to make p common ground 
• making p common ground is a further process 
• Requires negotiation by the interlocutors 

(see Clark,1996).

Assertions are proposals to update CG
Stalnaker 1978



Disagreement

p 

Initiation Reaction
SELF SELF

p, q, r(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

p∨¬p

r
p

Initiation Reaction
SELF SELF

q, r
Bel (p)p, q, r  

p

q, r  
q, r

¬p

Bel (¬p)

¬pp
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Disagreement

It should be made clear that to reject an assertion is not to assert or assent to the 
contradictory of the assertion, but only to refuse to accept the assertion. If an assertion 
is rejected, the context [common ground] remains the same as it was. 

(Stalnaker, 1978, p. 87, fn9)
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p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee

Grounding is the fundamental, moment-by-
moment conversational process by which 
speaker and addressee are constantly 
establishing mutual understanding.  

Bavelas et al. 2012

Common ground 
is constructed 
mutually



The table…
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• a discourse component that records the
Questions under Discussion

• Records what is ‘at issue’ in the conversation

“When the table is not empty, the immediate goal 
of the conversation is to empty it, … to settle the 
issue at hand. 

"… allows us to capture the tight connection 
between the initiating conversational moves, … 
and responding moves… “

Farkas & Bruce 2010

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee

How does grammar interact 
with Common Ground 
(and the table)?



The view from syntax
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How does grammar interact 
with Common Ground 
(and the table)?



Syntacticizing speech acts
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Ross, 1970



Syntacticizing speech acts

• All sentences are performative utterances. 
• We’re doing something with everything we say!
• What we are doing is encoded in the sentence at D-S!

29
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Thus every declarative sentence (but cf. Section 3.4 below) will be derived 
from a deep structure containing as. an embedded clause what ends up .in 
surface structure as an independent clause. Although most of the arguments 
which I will cite below in support of this analysis are drawn from English, 
analogs for some of them can be found in many languages, and I know of 
no evidence which contradicts the assumption that the analysis can be gen· 
eralized to all languages of the world. Of course, the mere fact that no 
counterevidence is available in some particular language does not justify the 
postulation of more abstract deep structures like (7) for that language, unless 
positive evidence can be found. Nonetheless, the absence of direct counter-
evidence is at least encouraging. 

1.3 The outiine of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, fourteen arguments 
which support the analysis implicit in (7) are presented. In Section 3, the 
rule of performatiue deletion, which, among other things, converts (7) to 
(la),14 is stated, and various technical problems in the analysis are discussed. 
In Section 4, two alternatweanalyses for the facts presented in Section 2 
are proposed, and each is compared with the analysis implicit in (7). Finally, 
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in Section 5, some of the consequences which this analysis has for the theory 
of languages are examined. 

2. The fourteen arguments below for assuming every declarative sentence to 
be derived from an embedded clause fall into three main groups. In Section 
2.1. seven arguments suggesting the existence of a higher subject I are pre. 
sented. In Section 2.2, I discuss three further arguments' which indicate that 
the main verb of the higher sentences must be a verb like say, and in Section 
2.3 I discuss the three arguments I know of within English which suggest 
that the performative verb above must have an indirect object you. A final 
argument falling under none of these categories is discussed in Section 2:4. 

2.1.1 In Lees and Klima (1963), it is shown that a large number of the cases 
in which reflexives cannot appear, such as the sentences in (8) 

(8) a. I think that { *  will win. 

b. Have you ever wondered why Jill gave { * you If} that tie? yourse 

c. He resented Betty's having seduced { *  } . 

can be accounted for if the reflexive rule is stated (informally) as in (9): 

(?) One NP becomes the anaphoric reflexive pronoun of a preceding coref-
erential NP only if both NPs are in the same simplex sentence.P 

Since (8a) has the deep structure shown in (10), 

5  

NP
1  

I IV 
I I 5 

think  

NP2  

I will winI 

where the two occurrences of I are not in the same simplex sentence (i.e., 
it is not the case that a node S dominates one occurrence of I if and only 
if it also dominates the other), (9) will prevent the ungrammatical version 
of (8a) from arising. The same obtains for (8b) and (8c). 

Propositional structure

Speech-act
structure



(1) Jenny isn't here, for I don't see her.
(2) Mary is getting married, because I heard it from her mother.

The syntax of  interaction 30
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Thus every declarative sentence (but cf. Section 3.4 below) will be derived 
from a deep structure containing as. an embedded clause what ends up .in 
surface structure as an independent clause. Although most of the arguments 
which I will cite below in support of this analysis are drawn from English, 
analogs for some of them can be found in many languages, and I know of 
no evidence which contradicts the assumption that the analysis can be gen· 
eralized to all languages of the world. Of course, the mere fact that no 
counterevidence is available in some particular language does not justify the 
postulation of more abstract deep structures like (7) for that language, unless 
positive evidence can be found. Nonetheless, the absence of direct counter-
evidence is at least encouraging. 

1.3 The outiine of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, fourteen arguments 
which support the analysis implicit in (7) are presented. In Section 3, the 
rule of performatiue deletion, which, among other things, converts (7) to 
(la),14 is stated, and various technical problems in the analysis are discussed. 
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in Section 5, some of the consequences which this analysis has for the theory 
of languages are examined. 

2. The fourteen arguments below for assuming every declarative sentence to 
be derived from an embedded clause fall into three main groups. In Section 
2.1. seven arguments suggesting the existence of a higher subject I are pre. 
sented. In Section 2.2, I discuss three further arguments' which indicate that 
the main verb of the higher sentences must be a verb like say, and in Section 
2.3 I discuss the three arguments I know of within English which suggest 
that the performative verb above must have an indirect object you. A final 
argument falling under none of these categories is discussed in Section 2:4. 

2.1.1 In Lees and Klima (1963), it is shown that a large number of the cases 
in which reflexives cannot appear, such as the sentences in (8) 

(8) a. I think that { *  will win. 

b. Have you ever wondered why Jill gave { * you If} that tie? yourse 

c. He resented Betty's having seduced { *  } . 

can be accounted for if the reflexive rule is stated (informally) as in (9): 

(?) One NP becomes the anaphoric reflexive pronoun of a preceding coref-
erential NP only if both NPs are in the same simplex sentence.P 

Since (8a) has the deep structure shown in (10), 

5  

NP
1  

I IV 
I I 5 

think  

NP2  

I will winI 

where the two occurrences of I are not in the same simplex sentence (i.e., 
it is not the case that a node S dominates one occurrence of I if and only 
if it also dominates the other), (9) will prevent the ungrammatical version 
of (8a) from arising. The same obtains for (8b) and (8c). 

Can be modified

Speech-act
structure

Propositional structure

Syntacticizing speech acts
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Thus every declarative sentence (but cf. Section 3.4 below) will be derived 
from a deep structure containing as. an embedded clause what ends up .in 
surface structure as an independent clause. Although most of the arguments 
which I will cite below in support of this analysis are drawn from English, 
analogs for some of them can be found in many languages, and I know of 
no evidence which contradicts the assumption that the analysis can be gen· 
eralized to all languages of the world. Of course, the mere fact that no 
counterevidence is available in some particular language does not justify the 
postulation of more abstract deep structures like (7) for that language, unless 
positive evidence can be found. Nonetheless, the absence of direct counter-
evidence is at least encouraging. 

1.3 The outiine of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, fourteen arguments 
which support the analysis implicit in (7) are presented. In Section 3, the 
rule of performatiue deletion, which, among other things, converts (7) to 
(la),14 is stated, and various technical problems in the analysis are discussed. 
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in Section 5, some of the consequences which this analysis has for the theory 
of languages are examined. 

2. The fourteen arguments below for assuming every declarative sentence to 
be derived from an embedded clause fall into three main groups. In Section 
2.1. seven arguments suggesting the existence of a higher subject I are pre. 
sented. In Section 2.2, I discuss three further arguments' which indicate that 
the main verb of the higher sentences must be a verb like say, and in Section 
2.3 I discuss the three arguments I know of within English which suggest 
that the performative verb above must have an indirect object you. A final 
argument falling under none of these categories is discussed in Section 2:4. 

2.1.1 In Lees and Klima (1963), it is shown that a large number of the cases 
in which reflexives cannot appear, such as the sentences in (8) 

(8) a. I think that { *  will win. 

b. Have you ever wondered why Jill gave { * you If} that tie? yourse 

c. He resented Betty's having seduced { *  } . 

can be accounted for if the reflexive rule is stated (informally) as in (9): 

(?) One NP becomes the anaphoric reflexive pronoun of a preceding coref-
erential NP only if both NPs are in the same simplex sentence.P 

Since (8a) has the deep structure shown in (10), 
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think  
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I will winI 

where the two occurrences of I are not in the same simplex sentence (i.e., 
it is not the case that a node S dominates one occurrence of I if and only 
if it also dominates the other), (9) will prevent the ungrammatical version 
of (8a) from arising. The same obtains for (8b) and (8c). 

Propositional+ structure

Speech1act
structure

Thai speaker agreement (Ross 1970:260 (119))
a. Khaw maa khráp.

he come spkr=male
"He is coming."

b. Khaw maa khâ.
he come spkr=female

"He is coming."

The syntax of  interaction 31

Syntacticizing speech acts



Basque addressee agreement (Miyagawa 2012 (8))
a. Pettek lan egin dik.

Peter work do.prf aux-2masc
"Peter worked."

b. Pettek lan egin din.
Peter work do.prf aux-2fem
"Peter worked."

The syntax of interaction 32
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Thus every declarative sentence (but cf. Section 3.4 below) will be derived 
from a deep structure containing as. an embedded clause what ends up .in 
surface structure as an independent clause. Although most of the arguments 
which I will cite below in support of this analysis are drawn from English, 
analogs for some of them can be found in many languages, and I know of 
no evidence which contradicts the assumption that the analysis can be gen· 
eralized to all languages of the world. Of course, the mere fact that no 
counterevidence is available in some particular language does not justify the 
postulation of more abstract deep structures like (7) for that language, unless 
positive evidence can be found. Nonetheless, the absence of direct counter-
evidence is at least encouraging. 

1.3 The outiine of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, fourteen arguments 
which support the analysis implicit in (7) are presented. In Section 3, the 
rule of performatiue deletion, which, among other things, converts (7) to 
(la),14 is stated, and various technical problems in the analysis are discussed. 
In Section 4, two alternatweanalyses for the facts presented in Section 2 
are proposed, and each is compared with the analysis implicit in (7). Finally, 
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in Section 5, some of the consequences which this analysis has for the theory 
of languages are examined. 

2. The fourteen arguments below for assuming every declarative sentence to 
be derived from an embedded clause fall into three main groups. In Section 
2.1. seven arguments suggesting the existence of a higher subject I are pre. 
sented. In Section 2.2, I discuss three further arguments' which indicate that 
the main verb of the higher sentences must be a verb like say, and in Section 
2.3 I discuss the three arguments I know of within English which suggest 
that the performative verb above must have an indirect object you. A final 
argument falling under none of these categories is discussed in Section 2:4. 

2.1.1 In Lees and Klima (1963), it is shown that a large number of the cases 
in which reflexives cannot appear, such as the sentences in (8) 

(8) a. I think that { *  will win. 

b. Have you ever wondered why Jill gave { * you If} that tie? yourse 

c. He resented Betty's having seduced { *  } . 

can be accounted for if the reflexive rule is stated (informally) as in (9): 

(?) One NP becomes the anaphoric reflexive pronoun of a preceding coref-
erential NP only if both NPs are in the same simplex sentence.P 

Since (8a) has the deep structure shown in (10), 
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where the two occurrences of I are not in the same simplex sentence (i.e., 
it is not the case that a node S dominates one occurrence of I if and only 
if it also dominates the other), (9) will prevent the ungrammatical version 
of (8a) from arising. The same obtains for (8b) and (8c). 

Propositional+ structure

Speech1act
structure

Syntacticizing speech acts
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saP

(Speaker) sa

sa sa*

(Utterance 
content)

sa*

sa* (Hearer)

Speas & Tenny 2003

p 

CG SELF
p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pq, r  p, q, r

CG

Syntacticizing speech acts
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How do we 
syntacicize
mutual grounding

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee
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Ingredients:
• S-Ground and A-ground
• Table
• 2 types of moves

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee



The grammar of 
interactional language
Background
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The universal spine hypothesis 

 Linking

 Anchoring

 Point-of-view

 Classification

The spinal 
functions
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Wiltschko 2014



The universal spine hypothesis (Wiltschko 2014)

 Linking

 Anchoring

 Point-of-view

 Classification  argCx

 [u coin]  argCx

Spinal 
functions

Configuration 
of the spinal 
functions

38
Context 
enters 



The universal spine hypothesis (Wiltschko 2014)

 Linking

 Anchoring

 Point-of-view

 Classification UoL

Expression of the 
spinal functions
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Lexicon 
enters

Meaning is 
composed of UoLs
and the spinal 
functions



The interactional spine hypothesis (ISH)

Interactional structure

 S
 Grounding

 Responding

Propositional structure

40

Domain of truth and thought

Domain of use and interaction



The interactional spine hypothesis

 r-
structure

 Grounding

 Responding

 UoL

 argCx

 [u coin]  argCx

Expression of the 
spinal functions

Configuration 
of the spinal 
functions

41

Spinal 
functions

p-structure



The interactional spine hypothesis

Synchronize minds 
(common ground)

42

GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr
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GroundP

 Ground

 [u coin] p-structure
 Ground

What I’m saying is 
in my/your ground

What I’m saying is 
not in my/your ground

[+coin] [-coin]

The interactional spine hypothesis



Speaker-oriented Addressee-oriented
old de: GroundSpkr[+coin] ma: GroundAdr[+coin]
new a: GroundSpkr[-coin] bei: GroundAdr[-coin]

Mandarin

44



Mandarin: de [+coin] GroundSpkr

45

Context: John was told that Mary drives to work. He wonders whether he can take a ride 
each morning. But he is not sure whether Mary drives every morning. He runs into Bob, 
Mary’s husband, and wants to know whether it is true. Bob says:

Ta    meitian zaoshang kaiche shangban de.
She every.day morning   drive    work          PRT
‘She (really) drives to work every morning.’

Ta meitian zaoshang kaiche shangban.
She every.day morning drive work
She drive to work every morning.



a [-coin] GroundSpkr
Context: John is talking with his advisor Mary for his graduation. He thinks he has 
already   done what are required for graduation. But Mary thinks he needs to publish 
another article before his graduation.

John: Dou wancheng le. Wo xianzai deng zhe biye le.
Everything is done. Now I am waiting for my graduation.

Mary: Buguo ni hai xuyao fabiao yi pian lunwen.
But      you  still  need   publish  one cl      paper
But you need to publish one more paper (before you graduate).

John:  Shenme? Wo hai dei xie yi pian lunwen a
What?      I    still   must write one  CL     thesis    PRT
What? I still have a thesis to write (which is out of my expectation). 
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ma [+coin] GroundAdr
Context: Mary gave John a puppy. After a month, John asks Mary which kind of  dog’s 
food is better for his dog.

Ni   shangci gei wo  le    tiao gou ma …
You last.time give  me  asp cl     dog  prt
…wo xiang wen ni nage paizi de      gouliang hao.

I    want  ask  you which brand poss.  dog.food good.
‘Remember you gave me a dog last time. 
Now I want to ask which food is good for him.’
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bei [-coin] GroundAdr
Context: Mary knows that John doesn’t like cats. But one day when they are in the 
supermarket, she finds that John is looking at cat toys. 

Mary:  Ni  zenme kan mao de      dongxi?
You why    look cat    poss.  things

Why are you looking at the cat stuff ?

John:   Wo  erzi jian huilai yi zhi mao bei yiding yao yang.
My son  pick  back   one cl   cat    prt,    certainly want keep
(You haven’t known that ) my son picked up a cat somewhere and wants to keep it anyway. 
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GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

The interactional spine hypothesis
Sequence moves 
(turn taking)

Adr Spkr

Initiating 
move

Reacting 
move
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GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr
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What I’m saying is in 
my/your response-set

What I’m saying is not in 
my/your response-set

[+coin] [-coin]

RespP

 Resp-set

 [u coin]
GroundP Resp

The interactional spine hypothesis



i-spine regulates i-language
Response markers
Confirmationals

51



The role of the spine

GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

p

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 [+coin]
 GroundSpkr

 I’m responding 
to what you are saying

 I’m acknowledging that what you are 
saying is in your Ground

 I agree with you! What you are 
saying is (also) in my ground.

 What you are saying 
is true.

The same system 
regulates 
confirmationals and 
response markers



Polar response markers
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6.3.1.2 The syntax of polar response markers as answers 
 
The analysis of polarity introduced above allows us to straightforwardly analyse polar 
response markers used as answers to polar questions. Specifically, I assume that the 
positive and negative content of the response markers yes and no serves to value [ucoin] in 
C, this is illustrated in (21). 
 

(21) The syntax of polar response markers 

 
 
Thus, response markers are similar to affirmative and negative marking in regular clauses 
denoting positive and negative sentences. At least in this use, they associate with the 
propositional structure rather than the interactional structure. Thus, despite the fact that 
there is a dedicated response layer in the interactional structure, which is responsible for 
move-typing, not all moves need to be typed. Answering a polar question with yes or no 
functions as a response by virtue of being a reaction rather than by virtue of being marked 
as such. It is only necessary to type a given utterance as a response if that is its sole purpose, 
as is the case for certain backchannels or if the response somehow deviates from the normal 
course of a conversation (see section 6.3.4). Note that this is not particular to the 
interactional layer. For example, utterances may function as exclamations without being 
marked as exclamatives. 
 The assumption that answers to polar questions are associated with the 
propositional structure is consistent with the form of response markers across different 
languages. For example, in some languages, answers to polar questions are formed by 
repeating the main verb or auxiliary of the initiating move and by negating the verb for a 
negative answer (see Holmberg 2016 for detailed discussion). This is illustrated in (22) for 
Finnish.  
 

(22)   Finnish  
I   Lui-t-ko sinä tämän kirjan?     

read-2sg-Q you this book 
‘Did you read this book?’  

R  Lui-n.  
Read-1sg 
‘Yes.’ 

 R  E-n  (lukenut) 
   not-1sg  read 
   ‘No.’  

Holmberg 2016: 53 (5) 

proposition

 
 [+coin]

 CP

IP

World

 C

 C

proposition

 
 [-coin]

 CP

IP

World

 C

 C

noyes

1. I: Did you save the world?
R: Yes.

No.



Response markers as agreement markers
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R neg No  ASSERT not p 
 
The response markers assert that the positive or negative proposition is true, respectively 
where the content of the proposition is dependent on the previous utterance. On the 
proposal developed here,  the fact that a simplex form can denote a full proposition, or its 
negation, follows from the assumption that it associates with syntactic structure, which in 
turn contains the proposition introduced in the previous utterance.  
   

6.3.2 (Dis-)agreement: When response markers associate with GroundSpkrP 
 
In the previous section, we have seen that response markers can be used to value the 
polarity of a proposition. This happens in a context where the initiating move introduces 
the positive and negative proposition in the form of a polar question and it is up to the 
responder to choose among the two options. In this subsection, I show that polar response 
markers can be used in different ways; they don’t always value the polarity of a 
contextually salient proposition by valuing the coincidence feature in C. I now show that 
they can also be used to value the coincidence feature in GroundSpkr indicating whether or 
not a contextually salient proposition is in the speaker’s ground, as illustrated in (27). 
 

(27)  

 
 
 
Indicating that a given proposition is or is not in the speaker’s Ground is only felicitous if 
valuation of polarity is not necessary. There are two contexts where this is possible, as I 
will now show. First, response markers can be used to respond to initiating moves other 
than polar questions in which case polarity valuation is not necessary or even possible 
(section 6.3.2.1). Second, when the initiating polar question is a biased question one of the 
propositions is more salient. In this case valuing polarity is not necessary and hence 
indicating that the salient proposition is in the speaker’s ground is felicitous (section 
6.3.2.2). I will further show that association with GroundSpkr underlies the logic of so 
called-agreement based systems as found in Mandarin, for example.   

 

6.3.2.1 Responding to different speech acts 
 
In the formal literature, response markers are typically analyzed in their guise as polar 
answering particles, the response trigger being a polar question, or else (less frequently so) 
as a response to assertions indicating agreement or disagreement. In both these cases 

GroundSpkrP

 Ground GroundSpkr

p-structure

 GroundSpkr  CP

GroundSpkrP

 Ground GroundSpkr

 [-coin]
no p-structure

 GroundSpkr  CP
 [+coin]
yes

Katie: Why would he do something like that? 
Brooke: Yes, I know. That is the question.

BB-2012-05-23 

Response to wh-Question
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R neg No  ASSERT not p 
 
The response markers assert that the positive or negative proposition is true, respectively 
where the content of the proposition is dependent on the previous utterance. On the 
proposal developed here,  the fact that a simplex form can denote a full proposition, or its 
negation, follows from the assumption that it associates with syntactic structure, which in 
turn contains the proposition introduced in the previous utterance.  
   

6.3.2 (Dis-)agreement: When response markers associate with GroundSpkrP 
 
In the previous section, we have seen that response markers can be used to value the 
polarity of a proposition. This happens in a context where the initiating move introduces 
the positive and negative proposition in the form of a polar question and it is up to the 
responder to choose among the two options. In this subsection, I show that polar response 
markers can be used in different ways; they don’t always value the polarity of a 
contextually salient proposition by valuing the coincidence feature in C. I now show that 
they can also be used to value the coincidence feature in GroundSpkr indicating whether or 
not a contextually salient proposition is in the speaker’s ground, as illustrated in (27). 
 

(27)  

 
 
 
Indicating that a given proposition is or is not in the speaker’s Ground is only felicitous if 
valuation of polarity is not necessary. There are two contexts where this is possible, as I 
will now show. First, response markers can be used to respond to initiating moves other 
than polar questions in which case polarity valuation is not necessary or even possible 
(section 6.3.2.1). Second, when the initiating polar question is a biased question one of the 
propositions is more salient. In this case valuing polarity is not necessary and hence 
indicating that the salient proposition is in the speaker’s ground is felicitous (section 
6.3.2.2). I will further show that association with GroundSpkr underlies the logic of so 
called-agreement based systems as found in Mandarin, for example.   

 

6.3.2.1 Responding to different speech acts 
 
In the formal literature, response markers are typically analyzed in their guise as polar 
answering particles, the response trigger being a polar question, or else (less frequently so) 
as a response to assertions indicating agreement or disagreement. In both these cases 

GroundSpkrP

 Ground GroundSpkr

p-structure

 GroundSpkr  CP

GroundSpkrP

 Ground GroundSpkr

 [-coin]
no p-structure

 GroundSpkr  CP
 [+coin]
yes

Tracy: Give it to me! 
Brooke: No!

GH-2012-01-20 

Response to imperative
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R neg No  ASSERT not p 
 
The response markers assert that the positive or negative proposition is true, respectively 
where the content of the proposition is dependent on the previous utterance. On the 
proposal developed here,  the fact that a simplex form can denote a full proposition, or its 
negation, follows from the assumption that it associates with syntactic structure, which in 
turn contains the proposition introduced in the previous utterance.  
   

6.3.2 (Dis-)agreement: When response markers associate with GroundSpkrP 
 
In the previous section, we have seen that response markers can be used to value the 
polarity of a proposition. This happens in a context where the initiating move introduces 
the positive and negative proposition in the form of a polar question and it is up to the 
responder to choose among the two options. In this subsection, I show that polar response 
markers can be used in different ways; they don’t always value the polarity of a 
contextually salient proposition by valuing the coincidence feature in C. I now show that 
they can also be used to value the coincidence feature in GroundSpkr indicating whether or 
not a contextually salient proposition is in the speaker’s ground, as illustrated in (27). 
 

(27)  

 
 
 
Indicating that a given proposition is or is not in the speaker’s Ground is only felicitous if 
valuation of polarity is not necessary. There are two contexts where this is possible, as I 
will now show. First, response markers can be used to respond to initiating moves other 
than polar questions in which case polarity valuation is not necessary or even possible 
(section 6.3.2.1). Second, when the initiating polar question is a biased question one of the 
propositions is more salient. In this case valuing polarity is not necessary and hence 
indicating that the salient proposition is in the speaker’s ground is felicitous (section 
6.3.2.2). I will further show that association with GroundSpkr underlies the logic of so 
called-agreement based systems as found in Mandarin, for example.   

 

6.3.2.1 Responding to different speech acts 
 
In the formal literature, response markers are typically analyzed in their guise as polar 
answering particles, the response trigger being a polar question, or else (less frequently so) 
as a response to assertions indicating agreement or disagreement. In both these cases 

GroundSpkrP

 Ground GroundSpkr

p-structure

 GroundSpkr  CP

GroundSpkrP

 Ground GroundSpkr

 [-coin]
no p-structure

 GroundSpkr  CP
 [+coin]
yes

Steffy: Wohoo
Brooke: Yes!

BB-2012-05-03 

Response to exclamative



Response markers as acknowledgment markers
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Dorothy: [We’ve got] to do this shopping Peter.
Peter: Yeah, no it’s alright nanna, we’ve got 5 minutes. 

Burridge & Florey 2002: 164 (12) 

 208 

 

 
  

One might of course deny that the parallel multi-functionality of confirmationals and 
response markers is a matter of syntax, the fact remains that there must be a system in place 
which regulates the distribution and interpretation of interactional language and that it must 
exist independent of the UoLs that express it. Otherwise it would be surprising that the 
same patterns are found in both confirmationals and response markers. According to the 
ISH, it is the spine which makes available this system. The assumption that both 
confirmationals and response markers occupy positions along the interactional spine 
explains their parallel behavior. And the assumption that the Response set can be indexed 
to either the speaker or the addresses explains the differences: the speaker-oriented move 
is a reactive move while the addressee-oriented move is an initiating move.  

Another characteristic that sets apart reactive moves from initiating moves has to 
do with the expression of emotions. Emotions are typically triggered by the experience of 
a particular event and this event can be an initiating move. Reactions are often associated 
with emotions because emotions themselves are reactions. It thus comes as no surprise that 
reactive moves contain more expressions of emotions than initiating moves. While this is 
not part of grammar per se, it has an effect on the expression of the reaction, i.e. it affects 
the response markers. In this way response markers differ from confirmationals, which are 
tied to initiating moves and hence do not express emotions to the same extent.  

A third difference between confirmationals and response markers concerns the 
target of confirmation and the target of response, respectively. For confirmationals it is the 
host which serves as the target of confirmation, response markers differ. They can be used 
in isolation in which case they are anaphorically related to the previous utterance which 
constitutes the target of response. However, the target of response may also be spelled out, 
repeating the previous utterance. In addition, the host clause of response markers may also 
elaborate on the content of the response. A reactive move is always a reaction to something 
and a reaction with something. Either one or both or none of these components of reactive 
moves may be explicitly spelled out. In this respect confirmationals differ: they can only 
combine with their target of response.  

GroundSpkrP

 Ground Groundsit

 [+coin] p-structure

GroundAdrP

 Ground Groundsit

 GroundAdr

 GroundSpkr

 [+coin]

RespP

 Resp Resp
Resp-set

 [+coin]
 Resp

“I’m responding 
to what you are saying”

“I’m acknowledging that what you 
are saying is in your Ground”

“I agree with you! What you are 
saying is (also) in my ground. ”

“What you are saying is true”

 [+coin]
Yeah no can co-occur



Response to vocative

1. I: Hey Betsy? R: Yes
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RespP

 

 Resp-setAdr

GroundP

RespP

 

 Resp-setSpkr

RespPInitResp
Resp

[+coin]
Hey

Betsy

[+coin]
Yes

Your initiation is 
in my response set



Response to vocative

1. I: Hey Betsy? R: No!
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Your initiation is not
in my response set
= contradiction

RespP

 

 Resp-setAdr

GroundP

RespP

 

 Resp-setSpkr

RespPInitResp
Resp

[+coin]
Hey

Betsy

[-coin]
No



Confirmationals

GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

p

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 [+coin]
 GroundSpkr

 Please respond

 I believe this is in your ground

 This is in my ground

 This is true.

The same system 
regulates 
confirmationals and 
response markers



(1) You have a new dog, eh?

61
(2) I have a new dog, eh?

Confirm that 
p is true

Confirm that 
you know p



Confirmationals

GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

p

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 [+coin]
 GroundSpkr

 Please respond

 I believe this is in your ground

 This is in my ground

 This is true.

The same system 
regulates 
confirmationals and 
response markers

eh

↖



What is common ground?
The i-spine addresses the theoretical problem
Provides the interface to Common Ground
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How does grammar interact 
with Common Ground 
(and the table)?
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Ingredients:
• S-Ground and A-ground
• Table
• 2 types of moves

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee



GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

Adr Spkr
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GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

Ingredients:
• S-Ground and A-ground
• Table
• 2 types of moves

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee



GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

Adr Spkr
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GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

Ingredients:
• S-Ground and A-ground
• Table
• 2 types of moves

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee



GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

Adr Spkr
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GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

Ingredients:
• S-Ground and A-ground
• Table
• 2 types of moves

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee
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p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee

GroundSpkr

GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

 GroundAdr

[ucoin]

RespP

 

 Resp

 Resp-setSpkr

GroundSpkr

GroundSpkr

[ucoin]

[ucoin]

CG has no 
linguistic 
representation
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p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee

GroundSpkr

GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

 GroundAdr

[ucoin]

RespP

 

 Resp

 Resp-setSpkr

GroundSpkr

GroundSpkr

[ucoin]

[ucoin]

What is 
represented in  
the Ground?
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p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee

GroundSpkr

GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

 GroundAdr

[ucoin]

RespP

 

 Resp

 Resp-setSpkr

GroundSpkr

GroundSpkr

[ucoin]

[ucoin]

What is represented in  
the Table/Resp-set?



What’s in the ground?
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SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  
Ground

Propositions
Discourse referents

But propositions are 
not the only things in 
ground and on the 
table



Declarative

*Surprise!  You have a new dog, eh?
Surprise! You have a new dog.

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee



Declaratives

You have a new dog, eh?
*You have a new dog.
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p, eh?

Initiation Reaction
kSELF kSELF

p, q, r(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  
r

know (p∨¬p)

p∨¬p

r
p

Initiation Reaction
SELF SELF27

2727

27
p,q,rBel (p), q, r r, p

Bel (p)

r
know (p∨¬p)

p

Ground and Table must 
also contain p with pA



Interrogatives



Interrogatives



Ground and Table must 
also contain Questions



Imperatives



Imperatives



Imperatives Ground and Table must 
also contain Desires



Exclamatives



Exclamatives



Exclamatives



SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  
Ground

Propositions
Questions
Propositional Attitudes
Desires
Surprise



Ground/Table contain syntactic objects

Items on the table are syntactic objects paired 
with their denotations

Farkas & Bruce 2010: 86

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  
Ground

Propositions
Questions
Propositional Attitudes
Desires
Surprise

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Ground/Table

p: AnchorP
Q: LinkP
pA: [GroundP[CP]]
Des: [GroundP[AspP]]
Surprise: [GroundP[…]]

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

RespP

Linking

Polarity

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

World

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Resp-set
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CPk

Initiation Reaction
SELF SELF

p, q, r(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

p∨¬p

r
p

Initiation Reaction
SELF SELF

CPi, CPj, CPk,…  

CPk

27

27

CPi, CPj, …  CPi, CPj,…  
[Ground [CPk]]

CPk

CPi, CPj,…  
[Ground [NegPk]]

NegPk

NegPk

27

27



S-initial vs. S-medial discourse particles
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Similarities and differences

ma geh leicht doch
S-oriented ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
Adr-oriented ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
Move-internal ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
Clause-type restriction ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

88

Interpretive ingredients:
• Spkr, Adr
• old/new information

Distributional differences:
• Move-type restrictions vs.
• clause—type restriction
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GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Linking

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

leicht

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Linking

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

doch

leicht doch
S-oriented ✓ ✗
Adr-oriented ✗ ✓
Move-internal ✓ ✓
Clause-type restriction ✓ ✓

S-/A-orientation derives 
from association with 
Ground (via AGREE)
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GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Linking

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

leicht

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Linking

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

doch

leicht doch
S-oriented ✓ ✗
Adr-oriented ✗ ✓
Move-internal ✓ ✓
Clause-type restriction ✓ ✓

Clause-type restriction 
derives from position within 
p-structure
No sensitivity to Move-type



S-initial particles
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RespP

Resp-set

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

P-structureGroundSpkr

GroundAdr

ProGroundAdr
geh

RespP

Resp-set

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

P-structureGroundSpkr

GroundAdr

ProGroundSpkr
ma

= Pro-GroundP
à Associates with GroundSpkrP
à marks Utt as a response to a contextually salient situation



S-medial particles
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GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Linking

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

leicht

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Linking

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

doch

àAssociates inside p-structure 
à is interpreted in GroundP
à marks grounding status of p-content itself
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RespP

Resp-set

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

P-structureGroundSpkr

GroundAdr

ProGroundAdr
geh

RespP

Resp-set

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

P-structureGroundSpkr

GroundAdr

ProGroundSpkr
ma

ma geh
S-oriented ✓ ✗
Adr-oriented ✗ ✓
Move-internal ✗ ✗
Clause-type restriction ✗ ✗

S-/A-orientation derives 
from being Ground pro-forms
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RespP

Resp-set

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

P-structureGroundSpkr

GroundAdr

ProGroundAdr
geh

RespP

Resp-set

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

P-structureGroundSpkr

GroundAdr

ProGroundSpkr
ma

ma geh
S-oriented ✓ ✗
Adr-oriented ✗ ✓
Move-internal ✗ ✗
Clause-type restriction ✗ ✗

Move-type restriction 
derives from associating 
with RespP



Surprise

Context: Mariana and Reingard are on a walk and from a distance they see their friend 
Lena who is walking with a dog, they have never seen before:

R: a. *Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
’Lena has a new dog.’

b. Ma, die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. *Geh die Lena hot an neichn Hund
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😲
🤷🤦



Suprise

Context: Mariana and Reingard are on a walk and from a distance they see their friend 
Lena who is walking with a dog, they have never seen before:
R: a. Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund

’Lena has a new dog.’
b. Ma, die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. Ma, die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund
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😲

S-initial and S-
internal particle 
can co-occur



Discrepancy

I: Vielleicht wü die Lena an von unsare Hundal
Maybe wants det Lena one of  our dog.dim
‘Maybe Lena wants one of  our puppies.’

R: a. ??Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
’Lena has a new dog.’

b. *Ma, die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. Geh die Lena hot an neichn Hund
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😲

🤷🤦



Discrepancy

I: Vielleicht wü die Lena an von unsare Hundal
Maybe wants det Lena one of  our dog.dim
‘Maybe Lena wants one of  our puppies.’

R: a. Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund 
‘Lena has a new dog.’

b. Geh die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. Geh die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund
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🤷🤦

S-initial and S-
internal particle 
can co-occur



Discourse markers
I: Wos gibt’s neichs?

‘What’s new?’

R1: [Die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
Det  Lena has  a  new     dog
‘Lena has a new dog.’

R2: *Ma [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
*Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund

R3: *Geh [die Lena hot an neichn Hund]
*Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund.
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Not compatible 
with answer to 
broad focus 
question

😲

🤷🤦



Distribution

Context: Mariana and Reingard are on a walk and from a distance they see their friend 
Lena who is walking with a dog, they have never seen before:
R: a. Schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund.

‘Look over there. Lena has a new dog.’
b. Ma schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
c. Schau dort drüm. *Ma die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
d. Ma schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund. 
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😲

S-initial = move initial



Distribution

Context: Mariana and Reingard are on a walk and from a distance they see their friend 
Lena who is walking with a dog, they have never seen before:
R: a. Schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund.

‘Look over there. Lena has a new dog.’
b. Ma schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
c. Schau dort drüm. *Ma die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
d. Ma schau dort drüm. Die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund. 
e. *Ma schau leicht dort drüm. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund. 
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😲

S-internal has 
clause-type 
restrictions



Distribution

I: Vielleicht wü die Lena an von unsare Hundal
Maybe wants det Lena one of  our dog.dim
‘Maybe Lena wants one of  our puppies.’

R: a. Wos redtst’n zam? Die Lena hot an neichn Hund 
‘What are you talking about? Lena has a new dog.’

b. Geh wos redtst’n zam. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. *Wos redtst’n zam. Geh Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
d. Geh wos redtst’n zam. Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund
e. *Geh wos redtst’n doch zam. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund 
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🤷🤦

S-initial = move initial



Distribution

I: Vielleicht wü die Lena an von unsare Hundal
Maybe wants det Lena one of our dog.dim
‘Maybe Lena wants one of our puppies.’

R: a. Wos redtst’n zam? Die Lena hot an neichn Hund 
‘What are you talking about? Lena has a new dog.’

b. Geh wos redtst’n zam. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
c. *Wos redtst’n zam. Geh Die Lena hot an neichn Hund
d. Geh wos redtst’n zam. Die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund
e. *Geh wos redtst’n doch zam. Die Lena hot an neichn Hund 
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🤷🤦

S-internal has 
clause-type 
restrictions



Predictions

• S-initial particles can be used in isolation (as exclamations)

(1) At the sight of something surprising:
Ma!

(2) At the sight of something the addressee does but the speaker disapproves:
Geh!
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Predictions

Ma [ die Lena hot doch an neichn Hund]

Geh [die Lena hot leicht an neichn Hund]
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😲 🤷🤦

😲🤷🤦

pCx

pCx

• S-initial particles co-occur with other S-internal particles (w/opposite orientation



Conclusion
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The interactional spine hypothesis (ISH)

Interactional structure

 S
 Grounding

 Responding

Propositional structure
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Domain of truth and thought

Domain of  use and interaction



Items on the table are syntactic objects paired 
with their denotations

Farkas & Bruce 2010: 86

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  
Ground

Propositions
Questions
Propositional Attitudes
Desires
Surprise

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Ground/Table

p: AnchorP
Q: LinkP
pA: [GroundP[CP]]
Des: [GroundP[AspP]]
Surprise: [GroundP[…]]

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

RespP

Linking

Polarity

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

World

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Resp-set
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RespP

RespSpkr-set

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

P-structureGroundSpkr

GroundAdr

ProGround

Discourse particles

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

Linking

Anchoring

Utt-Sit

Disc

GroundSpkr

GroundAdr

REACTIVE 
MOVE

S-initial discourse particles S-medial discourse particles
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GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

p

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 [+coin]
 GroundSpkr

 I’m responding 
to what you are saying

 I’m acknowledging that what you are 
saying is in your Ground

 I agree with you! What you are 
saying is (also) in my ground.

 What you are saying 
is true.

Response markers

REACTIVE 
MOVE



• Confirmationals
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GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

p

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr

 [+coin]

GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 [+coin]
 GroundSpkr

 Please respond

 I believe this is in your ground

 This is in my ground

 This is true.

INITIATING 
MOVE



GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

Adr Spkr
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GroundAdrP

 GroundAdr

p-structure

RespP

 Resp-set

 Resp

 GroundAdr GroundSpkrP

 GroundSpkr

 GroundSpkr

Ingredients:
• S-Ground and A-ground
• Table
• 2 types of moves

p

Initiation Reaction
CG SELF

p, q, r

p∨¬p

r
pp, q, r

p

q, r
CG

SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  q, r  

Addressee SELF
(p∨¬p) ,q,r….  

Speaker
p, q, r  p, q, r  

Addressee


